Introduction
============

In recent, extensive efforts, mainly including traditional surgery, radiotherapy, and chemotherapy, have been poured to cure cancer and reduce the death rate of cancer [@B1]. However, the cancer treatment is still a hard nut to crack in the medical field, and there is one-fifth of human deaths caused by cancer. Thus, it is urgent to develop some effective invasive or noninvasive therapeutic approaches to eliminate side effects and the painfully therapeutic process causing by conventional treatment modalities. In the past decades, the emerging recognized and light-induced therapy, such as photo-thermal therapy (PTT) and photodynamic therapy (PDT) have been explored for cancer treatment [@B2], [@B3]. PTT refers to the heat generation after aborting near-infrared wavelength light when synergistically employs photothermic reagent [@B2], [@B4] due to their high tissue penetration, which could induce cancer cellular necrosis and apoptosis [@B5]-[@B8] with good therapeutic efficacy and minimal side-effect [@B9]-[@B11]. In addition, PDT is a cancer treatment based on using photosensitizers, which could form reactive oxygen species (ROS) upon laser irradiation, especially singlet oxygen (^1^O~2~ ) generated from transfer of the excited state energy to oxygen molecules, with a result of ablation of cancer cells [@B12]-[@B15]. Due to the thieir unique properties, commonly used photosensitizers including organic reagents and semiconducting polymer nanoparticles [@B16]-[@B18] could be applied for cancer diagnosis after photoexcitation. Therefore, the ideally utilized photothermic reagent should display strong absorbance in NIR range (700-900 nm) and effectively transfer optical energy into heat energy with low toxicity and high aggregation of tumor sites [@B19]. Additionally, the desired photosensitizers should be with perfect pharmacokinetics [@B20]. Considering the factors mentioned above, NIR dyes IR-780 iodide, a lipophilic cation heptamethine dye possessed high quantum yield, low tissue autofluorescence, deep tissue penetration, real-time image-guided property and favorable stability [@B1], [@B21], could be a promising candidate in the application of tumor imaging, diagnosis and targeted therapy.

Currently, designing and synthesizing various kinds of artificial enzymes have aroused alternatives numerous attention, which are nanomaterials possessed intrinsic enzyme-like activity and acted as promising alternatives to nature enzymes [@B22]. Compared with natural enzymes, artificial enzymes own many a merit including low cost, ease-constructed process, favorable stability and long-time storage, especially the shape- and size- dependent enzymatic catalysis [@B23], [@B24]. As a crucial branch of biomimetic chemistry [@B25], nanozymes mainly contain metal nanomaterials [@B24], [@B26], carbon nanomaterials [@B27], semiconducting polymer [@B28], [@B29] and metal-organic frameworks [@B30], and they have exhibited eminent potential advantages in various fields of biomedicine and biosensors\' construction [@B31], with several applications including sensing, imaging and therapeutics and so forth. In some systems, the developed nanozymes could catalyze the hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~) plentifully located in the tumor site to generate ROS, and further destroy the harmful tumor organisms without damaging normal cells. Notably, ROS including superoxide radicals and hydroxyl radicals could cause cells apoptosis or necrosis when ROS was at an abnormal level. For instance, gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) are one of most researched nanozymes which possess peroxidase-mimic activity and could perform ROS regulation, in which Au NPs could generate hydroxyl radicals at acidic microenvironments in the presence of hydrogen peroxide (H~2~O~2~) to make cell apoptosis and ablate tumor [@B32]-[@B34]. Therefore, effectively utilizing the special microenvironment of tumors such as high H~2~O~2~ concentration level and acid circumstance is an applicable and promising strategy for tumor therapy by synergistically using nanozymes\' strong oxidizing ability.

Carbon-based nanomaterials have received tremendous attention owing to their superior physico-chemical properties, such as long-term stability, favorable conductivity and high specific surface area. Commonly used carbon nanomaterials cover carbon nanotubes (CNT), graphene oxide (GO) and carbon nanospheres (CNPs) and so forth. With unique advantages of uniform size, large pore volume, good biocompatibility, excellent electrical conductivity and favorable heat generation under efficient UV-Vis-NIR light absorption [@B35]-[@B37], mesoporous carbon nanospheres (MCNs) are extensively applied in biomedicine field [@B38], [@B39], biochemical assay [@B40] and immunoassay [@B41], [@B42]. Moreover, previous studies reported that MCNs were NIR-resonant nanomaterials and always used as drug carrier used for chemo-photothermal therapy [@B36], [@B38], [@B39], [@B43]-[@B47]. Inspired by all features of MCNs and nanozymes, we synthesized the carriers which were MCNs doped small Au NPs (MCAPs), where the pores were open and little Au NPs were intercalated into mesostructures instead of being adhered to the outside of carbon shell. Notably, the constructed MCAPs had good porosity to immobilize abundant fluorescent substance, excellent surface chemistry to modify target molecule and good light-absorbing ability to PPT therapy. Specifically, intercalated Au NPs in the MCAPs could be utilized as nanozyme for synergistic cancer therapy. Interestingly, intercalated Au NPs could be prevented aggregation by surface-generated carbon nanomaterial in absence of any surfactants, to accomplish the effectively enhancing stability and catalytic activity.

Through the rational design process, this study we constructed MCNs via a hydrothermal process and doped small Au NPs inside to form MCAPs. Then, the MCAPs were further treated with strong sulfuric and nitric acid to produce abundant carboxyl groups on their surfaces (OMCAPs) for hydrophilicity enhancement. According to the covalent coupling via EDC chemistry, target molecule rBSA-FA could be modified on the surface of OMCAPs, and then physical loaded NIR dyes IR-780 iodide to finally fabricate multifunctional OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes. These probes could multirole such as being NIR fluorescent probe for tumor imaging, the photosensitizer for cancer PDT therapy, the nanozyme for cancer therapy and photothermal reagent for PTT therapy (details are shown in Scheme [1](#SC1){ref-type="fig"}). In this work, novel OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanocomposites have successfully prepared for gastric cancer tumor diagnosis, nanozyme analysis, PTT & PDT therapy. The developed nanocomposites owned a favorable catalysis ability, NIR fluorescent imaging properties, and good tumor targeted-therapy capacity in MGC803 tumor-bearing mice, which would pave a potential way for designing a novel approach in cancer diagnosis and treatment.

Results and Discussion
======================

Preparation and characterization of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780
----------------------------------------------------------

In this work, the superficial morphologies and structure information of various materials containing MCAPs, OMCAPs, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), respectively. As displayed in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, the three-dimensional sphere structure of MCAPs could be clearly observed, in which the ordered mesopores and small Au NPs could be obviously distinguished under the high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HR-TEM), indicating high loading capacity and enzymatic catalytic capacity of synthesized MCAPs. The core size distribution of MCAPs was calculated from TEM image using Image J shown in Fig. [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, with a result of ca.100 nm. In addition, HAADF-STEM was employed to identify Au NPs clearly, in which metallic Au NPs with high electronic density could be obviously observed (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, the EDX elemental mapping effectively exhibited the distribution of gold and carbon elements (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}C). SEM image in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}D further showed that the obtained MCAPs were uniform with a sphere structure. To enhance the hydrophilicity and improve the surface chemical activity, the acquired MCAPs were acidized with strong acid mixture to form numerous -COOH at the surface of OMCAPs. Then, the OMCAPs were modified with rBSA-FA and following loaded NIR dye IR780. The morphologies during the fabrication process were further investigated by TEM (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E-G). OMCAPs after acidizing remained the spherical shapes and the small ordered mesoporous (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E), while abundant of mesopores were disappeared in OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA (Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F), indicating successfully immobilized rBSA-FA at the surface of OMCAPs caused the disappearance of superficial pores. From Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}G we could clearly visualize that the pores were almost disappeared owing to that loading IR780 blocked the pores, indicating that the dye IR780 were successfully stowed in the inner of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA. Moreover, based on the calibration curve between intensity and IR780 concentrations (Fig. [S3](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the EE and LR of used IR780 were reached to 83.3% and 33.3 % in respective, indicating the favorable loading ability of OMCAPs.

In addition, the hydrodynamic sizes of OMCAPs, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 were illustrated in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} H, with the result of 175.54, 177.69 and 218.71 nm, respectively. With the step-by-step modification of the probes, the sizes were increased progressively due to the attachment of rBSA-FA layer and the hydrophobic effect of doped IR780. Moreover, the zeta potential values of OMCAPs, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 were calculated as -20 mV, -47 mV and -28 mV (Fig. [S1](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). Likewise, the stability was studied by measuring the hydrodynamic diameters over time (shown in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}I); the material OMCAPs, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 in water have consistent size up to 4 weeks, indicating the favorable stability of the finally synthesized probes.

UV-vis spectroscopy and Fourier Transform infrared spectrum (FTIR) were respectively employed to testify the success of systematic immobilization. As shown in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A, OMCAPs (curve a) displayed a typical absorption peak at 235 nm which might be corresponded to the π-π\* transition of aromatic domains in the synthesized OMCAPs [@B48]. In addition, the composites rBSA-FA (curve b) exhibited two specific peaks at 280 nm and 346 nm owing to the absorption of rBSA and FA respectively. To certify that BSA connected with FA successfully, the detail UV-vis and infrared information of rBSA and FA was demonstrated in [supporting information](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"} (Fig. [S2](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A-B). Compared with bared OMCAPs (curve a), there was an additional peak at 348 nm (curve c) owing to the existence of FA and a red-shifted peak at 260 nm owing to the superposition of the UV-vis absorption from OMCAPs and rBSA. Due to the typical absorption peak at 776 nm of IR780 molecules (curve d), there was a strong and broad specific absorption peak appeared from 600 to 900 nm in the IR780 loaded OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA (curve e), with an obviously red-shifted from 776 to 804 nm owing to the aggregation of IR780 in the inner of OMCAPs, indicating the successful loading of IR780 and favorable stability of loaded IR780. Additionally, FTIR was also applied for investigating the fabricated process. As showed in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B, bare OMCAPs (curve a) exhibited an obvious infrared peak at 1631 cm^-1^ owing to the formation of abundant -COOH groups. The complex of rBSA-FA showed a specific peak at 1656 cm^-1^ (curve b) relying on the generation of ester bond by crosslinking rBSA and FA. In addition, the peaks in curve b including 1545 cm^-1^, 1446 cm^-1^, 1398 cm^-1^ and 1339 cm^-1^ might due to the vibration from a benzene ring of FA. Thus, the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA exhibited the specific peaks of benzene at 1514 cm^-1^ and 1339 cm^-1^ (curve c) compared with the bare OMCAPs. Moreover, the NIR molecule IR780 (curve d) displayed specific IR peaks at 1632 cm^-1^ , 1515 cm^-1^, 1402 cm^-1^ due to the stretching vibration of C=C in benzene ring, and 1252 cm^-1^ rely on the stretching vibration of C-H from the benzene ring. Therefore, when the small IR780 molecules were loaded into inner of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA (curve e), there were additional 1252 cm^-1^ IR specific peak according to the existence of IR780, indicating the successful step-by-step preparation of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780.

Mimicking Enzymatic Activities
------------------------------

The peroxidase-like activity of obtained OMCAPs and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA nanoprobes could be testified by catalyzing the oxidation of peroxidase substrate tetramethylbenzidine (TMB). As shown in Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} C, there was no obvious oxidation effect for H~2~O~2~ in absence of nanomaterials (control group). After adding OMCAPs (curve b) or OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA (curve c), TMB has a significantly absorption peak at 652 nm in presence of H~2~O~2~, indicating the nanoenzyme activities of nanomaterials. Moreover, both of them exhibited the consistent catalysis efficiency, suggesting a layer of rBSA-FA had no obviously influence for the internal catalytic capacity of Au NPs. In addition, time-dependent absorbance changes at 652 nm under various pH values were displayed in the inset of Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C, we could find that OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA possessed peroxidase mimetic activity over a broad pH (4.5-6.0) range and acidic environment was benefited to probes\' peroxidase-like activity. Here demonstrated peroxidase-like activity of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA was similar to catalysis ability of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and could perform ROS regulation, which might be mainly attributed to the existence of small Au NPs doped in the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA. Besides, the significant fluorescence enhancement of 2-hydroxy terephthalic acid could be observed in presence of OMCAPs or OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D), indicating the generation of ·OH. All results indicated that the inner Au NPs could be performed as nanozymes to produce hydroxyl radicals for cancer oxidative therapy.

PTT and PDT study of nanoprobes *in vitro*
------------------------------------------

In order to evaluate the photothermic efficiency of fabricated OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes, the temperature fluctuation at different time point of various systems have been *in vitro* monitored under 808 nm laser irradiation with 1.0 W/cm^2^ within 300 s. As exhibited in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A, the control group presented a slight temperature change, while the temperature of nanoprobes (20 and 60 μg/mL of IR-780) showed obvious changes from 25 to 40 °C and 25 to 45°C respectively. This indicated that heat generation was proportional to the IR780 dosage under illumination, and the potential and favorable PTT efficacy of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 can cause irreversible PTT damage for tumor and realize cancer therapy. The high temperature changes of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 would be attributed to favorable heat generation under efficient UV-Vis-NIR light absorption of OMCAPs and good photothermal effect of IR780.

In order to investigate the PDT properties of constructed nanoprobes, especially the generation of singlet oxygen, the SOSG fluorescence in the aqueous solution at various time point by adding free IR780 (50 μg/mL) or OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (equivalent to 50 μg/mL IR780) were quantitatively recorded in presence of 2.5 ×10^-6^ M SOSG reagent upon 808 nm laser irradiation (1.0 W/cm^2^). As showed in Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B, both free IR780 and the nanoprobes produced almost consistent singlet oxygen amount at the same dosages, and reached the maximum values after a few minutes. Moreover, the corresponded SOSG fluorescence spectrum of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 probe depend on irradiation time were inserted into to the Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}B, revealing that the PDT effect of nanoprobes was increased with irradiated times.

Cellular uptake and intracellular distribution
----------------------------------------------

The interacted circumstances and intracellular distribution at different periods between MGA-803 cells and various materials (free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780) were investigated by a confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) and flow cytometry (FC) (Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} A-B). As shown in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A, the red fluorescence intensity of IR780 in MGC-803 cells were gradually enhanced over time. Owing to the targeting effect of FA at the surface of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780, the fluorescence intensity treated with nanoprobes was significantly higher than that with free IR780. To further investigate the effect of FA on the targeting ability of nanoprobes, the CLSM was carried out to detect the red fluorescence of cells after incubated with OMCAPs\@rBSA\@IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 at various time point. From the Fig. [S6](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A we could find that the red fluorescence intensity was gradually increased over time. In addition, the red fluorescence intensity collected from OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 treated cells was stronger that the group without FA, indicating the FA occupied a significant role in targeting process of probes. Additionally, the median fluorescence values over time were calculated by flow cytometry, as displayed in Fig. [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B, the fluorescence intensity was gradually increased, and the values of free IR780 and nanoprobes at 12 h reached to 550 and 717, respectively. All observations discussed here indicated that FA ligands immobilized on the surface of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 could improve specific target and the constructed OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA might offer an outstanding strategy for transporting numerous dye IR780 molecules into the specific tumor cells.

*In vitro* cell toxicity
------------------------

IR780 release from OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 was investigated with incubation of MCG-803 cells. As revealed in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}A, the fluorescence signal was enhanced with incubation time between OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 and MGC-803 cells. In contrast, there was no fluorescence intensity change observed over time when the nanoprobes were dissolved in culture medium in absence of cells. These results demonstrated that OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 probes were stable in the culture medium without dye IR780 releasing, which resulted in fluorescence self-quenching of IR780 in the inner of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA. Once the nanoprobes were uptake into the tumor cells, IR780 dye might be slowly released due to specifically low pH environment of cancer cells and effect of bio-enzyme in lysosomes on destruction of surficial BSA layer, resulting a distinct fluorescence enhancement of IR780 with the increment of incubation time.

The photo-toxicity and cellular proliferation inhibition by free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 were quantified by CCK-8 assay. From Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}B we could observe that obvious difference between the laser irradiated group and dark group. The groups included free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (IR780 dosage: 0-6 μg/mL, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA dosage: 0-12 μg/mL) showed favorable biocompatibility to MGC-803 cells in absence of laser irradiation. However, upon with laser irradiation, the survival rate of cells distinctly performed a concentration-dependent decrease. Notably, the survival rate of cells treated with OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 was much lower than that with free IR780 or OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA, and the survival rate could down to 20 % when the concentration of IR780 in OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 turned to 6 μg/mL. In addition, the inhibitory concentration (IC~50~) value of the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 could be calculated as a low concentration with 9.9 µg/mL when the cells were treated with laser irradiation, indicating excellent therapeutic effect of probes. All above-acquired results might be attributed to superiorly synergistic PTT effect of IR780 and OMCAPs of nanoprobes, the favorable specifically targeted effect of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 as well as the synergistic catalysis therapy of nanozyme Au NPs. To testify synergistic catalysis therapy of Au NPs and the PDT therapy of IR780, intracellular ROS generation of various materials under dark or laser treatment was analyzed and the H~2~DCFDA dye was employed to stain cells. As shown in Fig. [S6](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B, compared with groups of PBS and IR780, slight green fluorescence could be observed in the cells after treated with OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 in absence or presence of laser, indicating internal Au NPs act as nanozymes to produce ROS in the cells in any conditions. However, green fluorescence from cells incubated with IR780 could only be detected after laser irradiation, suggesting that IR780 could generate ROS under irradiation. Due to the synergistic effect of IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA, we could find that the strongest green fluorescence was detected in the cells after treatment with OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780, revealing their excellent abilities for ROS production under irradiation.

To obviously exhibit the cellular ROS generation efficiency of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA, investigation of ROS production was accomplished by co-incubation the MGC-803 cells with OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA at various concentration from 5 to 30 μg/mL, which were recorded by a laser scanning confocal microscopy. As shown in Fig. [S5](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA nanoprobes were possessed favorable biocompatibility even the concentration reached to 30 μg/mL, and the ROS level is proportional to the added concentration of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA, suggesting the probes exhibited excellent nanozyme oxidative therapy effect after targeted enrichment at the tumor site.

In this work, flow cytometry was also employed to evaluate *in vitro* antitumor efficacy of the cells after interaction with free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 with or without laser irradiation (IR780 dosage: 6 μg/mL, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA dosage: 12 μg/mL). Herein, Annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide (PI) dual labeling were used to stained dead and live cells. As shown in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}C, there was no significant decrease of the cell viability after treated with PBS in absence or presence of laser, indicating that the laser power remained within safe limits. In addition, the cell viabilities treated with free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 in dark were almost as same as that treated with PBS, suggesting that the concentration of various materials used here were safe and favorable biocompatibility of synthesized materials. However, the cells incubated with free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 under laser irradiation induced obvious cell apoptosis, and the therapy efficiency of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 was distinctly higher than free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA treated cells. All results detected in flow cytometry reconfirmed the observation in CCK-8 assay.

Moreover, calcein-AM and PI staining method was applied for visually revealing the photo toxicity of free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 after 5 min laser irradiation, respectively. As exhibited in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D, there were almost no dead cells observed in the dark groups, indicating the good biocompatibility of the samples. However, compared to the weak red fluorescence treated with free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA under laser exposure, a distinctly red fluorescence signal appeared in the cells exposed with OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes, indicating that they had stronger phototoxicity and better phototherapy effect. In a word, all the above-mentioned results were consistent to reveal that OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes displayed a remarkable therapeutic efficacy due to high loading ability of OMCAPs, good targeting ability of rBSA-FA, favorable catalysis ability of gold nanozyme, PDT effect of IR780 as well as the synergetic PTT effect of IR780 and OMCAPs.

*In vivo* tumor-targeted fluorescence imaging evaluation
--------------------------------------------------------

*In vivo* tumor-targeted fluorescence images of free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes were carried out on an optical imaging technique, and the tumor-targeting capabilities of various materials were investigated based on the real-time distribution in mice after tail vein injection. As shown in Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A, there was no obvious fluorescence signal observed in the pre-injection mice. After 2 h post-injection, the tumor site of the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 treated mice presented obvious fluorescence signal compared with free IR780 group, indicating the good tumor-targeting capabilities of modified FA on the surface of nanoprobes. With prolonging the circulation time, the fluorescence intensity observed in the tumor site kept enhanced, and there was still a strong red fluorescence up to 48 h, which was due to the gradual release of IR780 in the tumor environment. In contrast, the fluorescence signal of free IR780 treated mice distributed the whole body and mainly revealed in liver while the signal in tumor site was relatively weak due to the absence of targeting molecule folic acid. Moreover, the signal of free IR780 treated mice reached to a maximum value at 12 h and decreased after 24 h post-injection owing to fast metabolism of small IR780 molecules.

Furthermore, the fluorescence intensity at tumor sites were quantitatively calculated as illustrated in Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B. The mean fluorescence value of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 treated mice could reach to 5000, which was about 2-fold higher than free IR780 after 24 h circulation in the mice body. Moreover, there was no obvious decrement detected at 36 h and even to 48 h, revealing the long detention time and excellent targeting ability of constructed nanoprobes. To further prove long detention time of nanoprobes, the blood circulation time of nanoprobes was detected. According to the Fig. [S4](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and Fig. [S7](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we could calculate that the blood circulation half-lives reached to 12.08 ± 1.5 h, showing long retention time of the prepared nanoprobes, due to the large size (ca. 100 nm) prevent the fast clearance of constructed nanoprobes.

To testify the body-distribution of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes, the fluorescence images of excised tumor and main organs (heart, liver, spleen, lungs and kidney) from the nanoprobes treated mice were obtained at different time points (1, 12, 24 and 48 h) after post-injection. As shown in Fig. [S10](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, there was no obvious fluorescence signal observed in main organs at various time points. However, a strong red fluorescence could be found in tumor site of nanoprobes treated mice at 12, 24 and 48 h, indicating long detention time of nanoprobes. To clearly distinguish the body-distribution of free IR780 and prepared nanoprobes, the *ex vivo* confocal images of main organs and tumor by IR780 and nanoprobes treated mice were obtained after 48 h post-injection. As showed in Fig. [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C, there was a stronger fluorescence signal appeared in the tumor of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 treated mice while a relatively weak signal exhibited in the tumor of free IR780 treated mice, which once proved the favorable *in vivo* tumor-targeted ability of constructed nanoprobes. In addition, there was no obvious signal observed in other organs of nanoprobes treated mice, yet a clear accumulation in the lungs of free IR780. This might be because the free IR780 molecules would be agglomerated due to their strong hydrophobicity after intravenous injection, and then entrapped in the lung of mice. In contrast, there was no obvious fluorescence observed in the lung of probes treated mice, suggesting their favorable biocompatibility. This result indicated that the nanopobes had excellent safety and tumor targeting effect.

*In vivo* synergistically therapeutic effect of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 in Tumor-Bearing Mice
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *in vivo* therapeutic effect of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes was further performed at MGC-803 tumor-bearing mice, which intravenously injected with PBS, free IR-780 or MCPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (1 mg/kg of IR-780), respectively. After 24 h post-injection, the tumor site of mice was irradiation treated with 808 nm laser (1.0 W/cm^2^, 5 min), and the temperature variation at tumor site from each group were monitored in real time. As displayed in Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}A, the temperature in tumor site displayed a rising tendency with the increment of laser time. Among them, the temperature from free IR780 treated mice could reach to 49.1°C, while the one from nanoprobes treated mice obviously increased to 52.2 °C under same laser irradiation time, indicating that nanoprobes could induce irreversible tumor damage. However, the temperature of the PBS-treated tumor could only increase to 39.5 °C, which was insufficient to induce tumor thermal injury. In addition, the body weight changes and tumor volume increase in different groups of mice were investigated to monitor the therapy efficacy *in vivo*. As elucidated in Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}B, in absence of laser irradiation, the mice from all the groups exhibited almost same tumor growth rate and the relative tumor volume V/V~0~ (V respected the growth volume, V~0~ is the original tumor volume) were nearly increased to 6. Upon the laser irradiation, there was still a relatively rapid tumor growth rate in the PBS treated mice, and the IR780 group displayed a little tumor inhibition owing to the excellent PPT effect of IR780; notably, the group of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 presented favorable tumor growth inhibition within 18 days, indicating the excellent PTT therapeutic effect.

Furthermore, as illustrated in Fig. [S8](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the tumor growth condition were also monitored by a camera to record the tumor changes of mice from different groups. The tumors are significantly growing over time in the groups including no laser treated groups and PBS group with laser irradiation. However, the tumor size of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 treated mice under laser-irradiation had an atrophied tendency, and the tumor site showed obvious scar after 4 days. After 15 days, the tumor was almost ablated and normal tissue was regenerated in the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 group with irradiation. Additionally, as shown in Fig. [S11](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 treated mice recovered completely and there was no new tumor tissue generated after 30 days. However, there was new tumor tissue appeared in the IR780 group after 15 days even though parts of tumor ablated, suggesting that the targeted effect of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 could produce an abundant aggregation to enhance the therapy effect.

Additionally, the weight of mice from different groups was recorded to assess the therapy-induced toxic side effect. As displayed in Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}C, no distinct body weight loss was observed in mice after treatment, proving that no significant adverse effect of the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes.

H&E staining of main organs and tumors were further employed in this work to perform histopathological examination. As shown in Fig. [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}D, all the groups did not show obviously pathological damage and abnormality in main organs, including heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney. Likewise, the tumor of PBS treated mice displayed no obvious deterioration (in Fig. [S9](#SM0){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and IR780 groups partially damaged in the tumor region. Notably, most of cancer cells in the tumor site were destroyed treated by OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes under laser irradiation, with a result of a little size of tumor section. All above-mentioned result demonstrated that OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes based therapy strategy offered highly outstanding PTT ad PDT therapy effect without obvious side effects.

Conclusions
===========

In this work, we successfully constructed carbon-gold hybrid nanocomposites (OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780) acted as diagnostic and therapeutic probes, which possessed favorable targeting effect and excellent therapy effect combining PTT & PDT and nanozyme oxidative therapy for folate-overexpressed gastric cancer tumors. The developed OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanomaterials could not only be used to ablate tumor without generation after 30 days but also to perform NIR fluorescence imaging *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Interesting, well-protected Au NPs embedded in OMCAPs could act as nanozyme to catalyze H~2~O~2~ to produce --OH for synergetic cancer therapy. Moreover, the used OMCAPs were acted as carriers due to high loading rate reached to 33.3% and photothermal reagents as well to improve PTT therapy owing to efficient NIR light absorption. All above-showed results indicated this preliminary work might present an outstanding strategy for tumor therapy by assembling nanozyme catalysis, PTT and PDT treatment.

Methods
=======

Materials
---------

Gold chloride trihydrate (HAuCl~4~·3H~2~O), formaldehyde (37 wt. %) and phenol were bought from Shanghai Titan Polytron Technologies Inc. (Shanghai, China). Pluronic F127 (Mw= 12,600, PEO106PPO70PEO106) was obtained from Acros Corp. In addition, hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%), sulfuric acid (H~2~SO~4~, 98%), nitric acid (HNO~3~, ≥97.2), folic acid (FA), anhydrous dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and sodium borohydride (NaBH~4~) were all purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China). N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), bovine serum albumin (BSA, 99.9%) and N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) were obtained from Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Annexin V-FITC/PI Apoptosis Detection Kit, 2-(4-Amidinophenyl)-6-indolecarbamidine dihydrochloride (DAPI), Cell Counting Kit (CCK-8) and Calcein-AM/PI Double Stain Kit were all bought from YEASEN Corporation (Shanghai, China). Fetal bovine serum (FBS), Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle\'s Medium (DMEM), Penicilline Streptomycin and Trypsine EDTA used for cell culture were all obtained from Gibco Life Technologies. All chemical reagents used here were of analytical grade without further purification. The double-distilled water (18.2 MΩ, Millipore Co., USA) was employed in all experiments. In addition, phosphate buffered solutions (PBS, 0.1 M) were acquired by using 0.1 M Na~2~HPO~4~ and 0.1 M KH~2~PO~4~.

Preparation of MCAPs and OMCAPs
-------------------------------

The MCAPs acted as carriers and photothermal reagents were synthesized according to a hydrothermal method with a slight modification [@B49]. In brief, 0.6 g phenol, 2.1 mL formalin aqueous solution (37 wt.%) and 15 mL 0.1 M NaOH were firstly mixed with stirring in a 100 mL round-bottom flask at 70 °C. After heating for 30 min with magnetic stirring, pluronic F127 aqueous solution (7.4 wt. %, 16.2 g) was added and changed reaction temperature to 66 °C for another 3 h stirring. Then, a solution containing 0.128 g 3-mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS, 98 wt.% Acros Chemical Inc.), 150 μL HAuCl~4~ (242.81 mM) and 50 mL pure water were added into the above-mixture for about 12-18 h. When deposition appeared, the reaction should be immediately finished and quiescence for a period of time until the deposits dissolved. The obtained solution was then diluted with deionized water with a ratio of 177/560 (v/v), and following transferred into the autoclave with heating at 130 °C for 24 h. Afterwards, the centrifuged-acquired yellow products were washed with water and ethanol in succession for several times to remove impurities. Finally, the products were dried and then heated at 700 °C for 3 h under the protection of nitrogen gas flow in order to remove F127 and carbonize resins, with a result of pure black products MCAPs.

In order to improve hydrophily of MCAPs, the mixed strong acid including H~2~SO~4~ (18 mL, 98%) and HNO~3~ (6 mL, 70%) were used to oxidize 40 mg MCAPs with 5 h sonication at ambient temperature, resulting numerous carboxyl groups generated at the surface of MCAPs. After that, carboxylated MCAPs (OMCAPs) were washed with diluted HCl (4%) and water successively four times to remove the impurity substance. Finally, above-obtained carboxylated MCAPs were dried at 60 °C for overnight.

Synthesis procedure of rBSA-FA functionalization of OMCAPs
----------------------------------------------------------

Synthesis of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA was divided into the following three steps: (i) FA activation; (ii) synthesis of rBSA; (iii) rBSA-FA conjugation; (iv) rBSA-FA functionalized OMCAPs. The target molecule FA was activated to form activated FA (FA-NHS) according to our previous works [@B50], [@B51]. Briefly, 1g FA was dissolved in 50 mL anhydrous DMSO. Then, 1.05 g EDC·HCl and 0.632 g NHS (molar ratio of FA/EDC/NHS = 1:2.5:2.5) were added into above-solution, and the system was reacted in the dark at ambient temperature for 12 h with gently stirring. After removing the insoluble byproduct (dicyclohexylurea) by centrifugation, the FA-NHS solution was deposited by adding the mixture of cold acetone and diethylether (v/v=3/7) and collected. Then, the obtained precipitate was washed several times with acetone/diethylether by resuspending and centrifugation in turn. Finally, activated FA was freeze-dried. Meantime, reduced serum albumin (rBSA) was synthesized by following way. At first, freshly prepared NaBH~4~ (1 M, 250 μL) was added into BSA solution (2 mg/mL, 20 mL) with 2 h stirring reaction. Then, 40 mg FA-NHS was reacted with the rBSA solution with stirring for another 4 h reaction to obtain rBSA-FA composites. The obtained product was purified by centrifugal ultrfiltration (Amicin Ultr-15, Millipore, 3 K MWCO) and dried by a vacuum freeze-drying. To synthesize rBSA-FA functionalized OMCAPs, 2 mg carboxylated MCAPs were dissolved into 2 mL PBS (pH=7.4, 0.1M) with adding 2 mg EDC, 2 mg NHS and 2 mg rBSA-FA. After 6 h reaction with stirring at room temperature, the lastly obtained rBSA-FA functionalized OMCAPs (OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA) were centrifuged and washed with water for three times. Ultimately, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA were freeze-dried for further use.

Fabrication of OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes
------------------------------------------------

IR780 molecules were loaded into OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA to fabricate OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes. In detail, 4 mg/mL of IR780 dissolved in DMSO was added into above-prepared OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA solution (2 mg/mL) for 8 h reaction with shaking at 37 °C. To remove unreacted chemical reagents, final resultant was washed three times with PBS (pH 7.4, 0.1 M) by centrifugation at 9000 rpm and redispeared by sonication in turn. In addition, the centrifugal supernatant solution was collected to calculate the amount of unloaded IR780. Ultimately, the purified OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 was dissolved into 1 mL PBS (pH 7.4, 0.1 M) for the subsequent application.

The IR780 entrapment efficiency (EE) and loading rate (LR) were calculated based on the following equations:

Characterization of various materials
-------------------------------------

The morphology and structure of various nanomaterials were studied by field emission transmission electron microscopy (FE-TEM, Talos F200X) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Ultra5). The hydrodynamic sizes of different NPs were investigated by dynamic light scattering (DLS, Nano Brook Omni Zeta/PLS, Brook, USA). The UV-vis spectrophotometer (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) was used to study the modified information of probes. In addition, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of different nanomaterials were carried out on a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (Nicolet 6700).

Cell lines and culture conditions
---------------------------------

The man gastric cancer cells (MGC-803) were cultured in DMEM with the addition of 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum, 100 U/mL penicillin and 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin (named as complete medium) at 37 °C and 5% CO~2~. Moreover, the cells were selected for use in experiment when they were in the logarithmic growth phase. Trypsin/EDTA were employed to subculture MGC-803 cells.

Peroxidase-like enzymatic catalysis ability of OMCAPs and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The main UV-Vis absorbance peaks of oxidized TMB were recorded in presence of OMCAPs or OMCAPs \@rBSA with H~2~O~2~ in NaAc buffer (0.1 M, pH 6.0). Herein, 1.0 mL buffer solution was used to dissolve various kinds of catalysis materials (10 μg/mL), TMB (0.416 mM) and H~2~O~2~ (final concentration 100 μM). Then, the obtained reaction systems were carried out by using UV-vis spectrophotometer to study the enzymatic catalysis ability of OMCAPs and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA.

Hydroxyl radical (·OH) determination
------------------------------------

The detection of generated ·OH was using the reaction between terephthalic acid (TA) and ·OH by following a method reported previously [@B52]. TA could effectively react with ·OH to generate 2-hydroxy terephthalic acid, which could exhibit unique fluorescence around 435 nm (λ~ex~: 315 nm) while the TA with negligible fluorescence. In brief, 1.0 mL of NaAc buffer (0.1 M, pH 6.0) was used to dissolve various kinds of catalysis materials (50 μg/mL) and H~2~O~2~ (final concentration: 100 μM). After 3 min incubation, 1 mL of terephthalic acid (4 mM, 10 mM NaOH used as solvent) was added into about mixture for another 20 min reaction with shaking. Finally, the obtained reaction systems were performed on a fluorescent spectrophotometer.

Singlet oxygen determination
----------------------------

The singlet oxygen sensor green (SOSG) regent could be regarded as an effective tool to measure ^1^O~2~ generated from free IR780 (50 μg/mL) and OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 (equivalent 50 μg/mL IR780) to exhibit the PDT ability of our finally acquired nanoprobes. In this work, the concentration of SOSG was 2.5×10^-6^ M and the generation of ^1^O~2~ could be observed by recording the SOSG fluorescence (λ~ex~: 494 nm).

Cytotoxicity of various materials
---------------------------------

Cytotoxicity study is a key step in assessing the toxicity of developed probe for its further biomedical applications and evaluating the therapeutic efficacy. Herein, CCK-8 Assays, Calcein-AM and PI Staining Assay as well as Apoptosis Assay were all used to assess the dark toxicity and phototoxicity of various materials containing free IR780, OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA and OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 nanoprobes.

*CCK-8 Assay.* In brief, MGC-803 cells (5×10^3^ per well) were seeded in 96-cell plates with a 24 h incubation. Then, the cells were following incubated with 100 μL fresh complete medium containing IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 at different concentrations (IR780 dosage: 1- 6 μg/mL, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA dosage: 2 -12 μg/mL) for 12 h endocytosis. In addition, the control groups were the cells blankly treated with 100 μL of fresh complete medium. After rinsed with PBS twice, the cells were replaced with fresh complete medium. Following that, the obtained cells in per well were treated with or without a 1.0 W/cm^2^ 808 nm laser radiation for 5 min. After another 12 h incubation in the dark, cells\' viability with different treatments were measured by CCK-8 assay and quantified on Microplate Reader with an absorbance peak at 450 nm. The acquired data were dealed with followed formula:

*Apoptosis Assay.* Apoptosis situation was investigated on a BD FACSCalibur (BD Biosciences, Mountain View, CA) after the apoptotic and necrotic cells were treated with Annexin V-FITC/PI Apoptosis Detection Kit (Yeasen, Shanghai). In brief, MGC-803 cells (1 × 10^5^ cells per well) were firstly incubated in 6-cell plates for 24 h growth and then respectively treated with IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (the same concentrations as CCK-8 assay) for another 12 h incubation. After the cells were changed with fresh medium, the cells were treated with or without 1.0 W/cm^2^ 808 nm laser radiation for 5 min. After an extra 12 h incubation, the cells were trypsinized, centrifuged, washed with PBS and resuspended in 400 µL of binding buffer containing 5 µL of Annexin V and 10 µL of PI. After 10 min staining of cells, the obtained solution including cells was investigated by flow cytometry and the acquired data were studied with FlowJo 10.0 software.

*Calcein-AM and PI Staining Assay.* To visually verify therapeutic efficacy of different materials, the cells were stained and observed by a fluorescence microscope. At first, the MGC-803 cells (1.0 × 10^4^ cells per well) were seeded in 24-cell plates for 24 h incubation. Then, the original medium was changed with competing medium including PBS, free IR780 (6 μg/mL) and final nanoprobes (6 μg/mL IR780) respectively for 12 h incubation. After replacement by fresh medium, the cells were irradiated with or without NIR laser (808 nm, 1 W/cm^2^) for 5 min. After 12 h incubation, the cells were washed with PBS and stained with calcein-AM (2.0 μM) and PI (1.5 μM). Finally, the stained cells were observed by fluorescence microscope.

Cellular Uptake Assay of various materials
------------------------------------------

Confocal microscopy and flow cytometry could be used to study cellular uptake by a qualitative and quantitative way in respective. For confocal microscopy experiments, MGC-803 cells were seeded in 14 mm glass coverslips and cultured for 24 h. After interacted with free IR780 (6 μg/mL) and OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 (6 μg/mL IR780) for 1, 4 and 12 h, respectively, the cells were rinsed with PBS gently and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min at 37 °C. Following rinsed with PBS, the nucleus of cells were stained with 4′, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for 5 min in dark. After washed with PBS sufficiently to remove redundant DAPI, the stained cells were observed on a Leica TCS SP8 confocal laser scanning microscopy. In addition, DAPI was excited with 405 nm excitation light and the corresponding emission was recorded from 440 to 470 nm. The excitation wavelength of IR780 of nanoprobes was 633 nm and emission was collected from 700 to 800 nm.

For flow cytometry experimentation, MGC-803 cells (1.0 × 10^5^ cells per well) were incubated in 6-well plates for 12 h. After incubated with free IR780 (6 μg/mL) and OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 (6 μg/mL IR780) for various times (the same time point as confocal microscopy), the cells were trypsinized, washed with PBS buffer and resuspended in 1 mL PBS for flow cytometry measurements to validate the cellular uptake efficiency. Additionally, the fluorescence signal of FL3-H channel was collected to exhibit the intensity of IR780.

Animals and tumor model
-----------------------

Shanghai Jiesijie Laboratory Animal Co. Ltd. (China) provided female nude mice in 6 weeks\' old and 18\~22 g. All mice were carefully raised according to the guidelines provided by Approval of institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Shanghai Jiao Tong University. In order to setup gastric cancer tumor model, MGC-803 cells with a concentration of 2 × 10^6^ in 50 μL saline were subcutaneous injected into the right flank of isoflurane-anesthetized mice. When the size of the established tumor reached to about 100 mm^3^, the mice were ready for *in vivo* and ex-vivo experiment.

*In vivo* and *ex vivo* NIR fluorescence imaging
------------------------------------------------

To *in vivo* monitor the distribution and targeted efficacy of constructed OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 probes, NIR fluorescence imaging was used to investigate the distribution of free IR780 and naocomposites. For fluorescence imaging *in vivo*, 100 μL of free IR-780 in PBS and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (IR780 content: 5 mg/kg) were intravenously injected to the corresponding mice. In addition, the fluorescence images of mice at different time point were recorded by a Bruker In-Vivo F PRO imaging system (Billerica, MA, USA) with 720/20 nm excitation and 790/30 nm emission at 60 s exposure time. Ultimately, the mice were sacrificed at 48 h and the organs (heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney) and tumor were imaged at the same parameters as *in vivo* imaging. A Bruker Molecular Imaging Software was used to calculate the average fluorescence intensity of different parts.

*In vivo* therapy effect of mice tumor
--------------------------------------

The MGC-803 tumor-bearing mice were firstly intravenously injected with 100 μL of PBS (acted as control), free IR-780 and OMCAPs@ rBSA-FA\@IR780 (IR780 content: 5 mg/kg), respectively. After 24 h post-injection, the tumor sites were treated with 1.0 W/cm^2^ 808 nm laser radiation for 5 min. In the meantime, the temperature changes at the tumor sites and the infrared pictures were recorded by utilizing an infrared camera. Afterwards, the relative tumor volume and mice weight were measured every 3 days within 18 days, and the changes of tumor sites from each group have been recorded every day by a camera. After 18 days\' therapy, the organs included heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney were taken out and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and the corresponding morphological features were studied to show the side effect of our probe compared with PBS group.

Statistical Analysis
--------------------

All results demonstrated in this work were reported as means ± SD.
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![Schematic diagram for construction procedure of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 and their therapy application *in vivo*.](thnov09p3443g001){#SC1}

![(A) High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) image, (B) HAADF-STEM pictures of MCAPs and (C) The EDX elemental mapping images of Au NPs doped MCAPs. (D) SEM image of MCAPs. (E-G) TEM images, (H) hydrodynamic diameter and (I) stability study of OMCAPs, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780.](thnov09p3443g002){#F1}

![(A) UV-vis spectra and (B) FTIR of (a) OMCAPs, (b) rBSA-FA, (c) OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA, (d) free IR780 and (e) OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780. (C) UV-vis spectra of TMB in various reaction systems: (a) TMB + H~2~O~2~ (control), (b) TMB + H~2~O~2~ + OMCAPs and (c) TMB + H~2~O~2~ + OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA in NaAc buffer (pH 6.0) after 10 min reaction. Inset: Time-dependent absorbance changes at 652 nm of TMB + H~2~O~2~ + OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA with various pH conditions. The concentrations of TMB, H~2~O~2~, OMCAPs and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA were 0.416 mM, 100 μM, 10 μg/mL and 10 μg/mL, respectively. (D) The determination of ·OH by recording fluorescence spectra of H~2~O~2~ + TA (control), H~2~O~2~ + OMCAPs + TA and H~2~O~2~ + OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA + TA.](thnov09p3443g003){#F2}

![(A) Temperature variation of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (20, 60 μg/mL of contained IR-780) under 808 nm laser irradiation (1.0 W/cm^2^) during 300 s, water was used as control (n=3). (B) SOSG fluorescence for determination of singlet oxygen (^1^O~2~) generation of free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 under laser irradiation. The inset: fluorescence curves of SOSG after various irradiation time.](thnov09p3443g004){#F3}

![Cellular uptake and distribution study. (A) Confocal images of MGC-803 cells interacted with free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 at different times (1, 4 and 12 h). The red fluorescence revealed the existence of IR780 and the blue fluorescence was caused by DAPI dye, which was used to reflect location of cell nuclei. Scale bar: 50 μm. (B) The corresponding time point of Flow cytometry analysis of the cellular uptake.](thnov09p3443g005){#F4}

![(A) The NIR imaging of OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 in culture medium incubated with (P+C) or without MGC-803 cells (P) at different point. *In vitro* cell toxicity assay: (B) CCK-8 assay (n=5, ^\*^*P* \< 0.05), (C) flow cytometry and (D) fluorescence microscopy for detection of dark toxicity and photo toxicity from PBS (control), free IR780, OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 (in Fig. [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}D calcine PI and calcine AM stained cells, red fluorescence of PI represented dead cells while green fluorescence of calcine AM revealed live cells). Scale bar: 500 μm.](thnov09p3443g006){#F5}

![(A) *In vivo* fluorescence images of MGC803-tumor bearing mice after intravenous injection of free IR-780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 at various time point (excitation: 710 nm; emission: 790 nm; integration time: 60 s). (B) The quantitative calculation of fluorescence intensity at tumor site over time. (C) The *ex vivo* fluorescence images of main organs and tumors from MGC803-tumor bearing mice after intravenous injection of free IR-780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 after 48 h.](thnov09p3443g007){#F6}

![(A) Infrared thermographic mapping of mice treated with PBS, free IR-780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 to reveal temperature variation in the tumor site under laser irradiation with the power density of 1.0 W/cm^2^ at 808 nm. (B) Curves of relative tumor volume change for various materials treated mice including PBS, free IR780 and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 with or without irradiation. (n=5, ^\*^*P* \< 0.05,^\*\*^*P* \< 0.01). (C) Body weight fluctuation curves of different materials treated mice in presence/absence of laser irradiation. (D) Histopathological examination of the mice\'s organs that post-injected with PBS and OMCAPs\@rBSA-FA\@IR780 respectively after 18 days (Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining). Scale bar: 200 μm.](thnov09p3443g008){#F7}
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